Electrical Infrastructure
Electrical Infrastructure is fundamental to enable your business to run as smoothly and as efficiently as possible.
Our electrical services cover a diverse range of works from Mains

At the Remark Group we have extensive experience in

Distribution all the way through to specialist UPS solutions and,

the design, deployment and maintenance of all types of

can all be ‘tailored to suit the needs of you and your business.

power distribution systems – from initial design to final

With expert Project Management and multi-skilled engineers,

commissioning and testing. Businesses need to know that

we can deliver electrical installation projects from initial design

their electrical distribution systems are sound and reliable,

and planning to inspection, testing and commissioning.

and the distribution of electricity is never compromised. If your
needs are less than straightforward, that’s no problem we’re
used to that. The Remark Group’s skilled engineers can design,
install and maintain a bespoke solution that exactly suits
your requirements.

Lighting Solutions
Our stylish and intelligent LED solutions are perfect for; Workspaces, retail, industrial spaces and
healthcare facilities. Every business is seeking ways to make their operation more efficient, more
environmentally friendly and more profitable – and nowhere is that more relevant than in the
choice of lighting.
Lighting is the easiest infrastructure to upgrade, and with the growth of LED technology it now
means that all businesses can benefit from more energy efficient lighting solutions. LED lamps
now last a staggering ten times longer than compact fluorescents and forty times longer than your
typical incandescent lamps, meaning less maintenance for your business.

UPS Backup

EV Charging Solutions

Generators

A reliable power management system is the
essential backbone to all organisations. Any
power supply issues can have a devastating
and expensive impact on your business.
Having a UPS power backup in place means
you will have an uninterruptible power
supply, providing emergency power should
the main source fail. Meaning you can
avoid losing unsaved data or harming the
electronics.

Electric vehicles used to be the stuff of science
fiction, but now they’re viable, cost-efficient,
carbon-neutral modes of transport. We
recognise the importance of environmental
protection here at Remark which is why we
believe that travel shouldn’t harm the earth.
With EV Charging Solutions you can reduce the
running cost of your fleet, and improve your
sustainability rating, helping you comply with
ESOS (Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme).

When expectations are high, and budgets
low, you need the most efficient and costeffective solution. We can be flexible in
design, so generators can be scaled up or
down to give you the voltage and power you
need – no more, no less. What’s more, our
generator services are flexible and tailored
to your time-frame, fuel, power needs and
your budget.

At Remark we offer a comprehensive choice
of solutions in the power management
system arena, all from industry leading
manufacturers including Uninterruptible
Power Supplies (UPS), DC Power Solutions,
Surge Protection, Switchgear, Power
Distribution Units (PDU), Remote Monitoring
and many more.

Whether you are helping your employees
make the switch to Electrical Vehicles or
require charging points for retail, residential
and commercial developments. Our team
can provide the most suitable charging
solution for you.

www.remark-group.co.uk

We can ensure that you receive constant,
reliable and efficient power from your
generator. Whether you need reliable backup power, high voltage prime power or a load
testing service, we can provide dependable,
cost-effective power generators to suit your
demands.

